
9th Grade Summer Reading 
Standard: The Book Thief 
Directions: Pre-read, read and respond according to the prompts below.  

 

Pre-reading Activity: Thinking through the setting 
 

1. Make a list of characteristics, assumptions, and stereotypes you have/ society has about Germany. 
2. Make a list of at least 7-15 facts you know about World War 2.   

 

Actively Read: Make sure to always have a pen/cil in hand while reading. Your book should have annotations in it, 
marking significant words, confusions, interests, etc… Bring it the first day of school to show me how you read.  
 

You will develop a personal style while annotating, but consider using the following:  
  

1. Underline important terms 
2. Circle definitions and meanings 
3. */ signal to yourself any key/ major/ significant points 
4. Write character names in margin/to the side of first descriptions you see of characters 
5. ? In margin anything unclear 
6. If any list given, number off items in margin 
7. + or – positive and/or negative emotions around plot events and characters 

 
Post- Reading Assignment: Respond to the story 
 
Choose 1 of the prompts below to write (type) a paragraph response. The paragraph needs a strong topic sentence, 
good evidence from the text and a final concluding sentence to connect the material and influence the audience. It 
should be no shorter than 5 strong sentences.  
 
These will be printed off and submitted the very first day of class. Standard MLA guidelines should be followed as far as 
page formatting: 1 inch margins, Times New Roman 12-point font, black ink, omit the number header on first page. For 
more information, access the website:   

https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/mla_style/mla_formatting_and_style_guide/mla_general_f
ormat.html 

 
Options:  
 

1. The Book Thief merits high praise for not only a passionate story with vulnerable characters but for the manner 
of story-telling, namely using Death as a narrator. Consider this narration choice— how does this benefit the 
story being told? How would death see things a human narrator may not? Is Death trustworthy as a narrator? 
What do you think of this choice overall? 

2. Turning points are crucial in storylines and character development. Many identify Liesel’s first turning point in 
the opening of the book when she steals The Gravedigger’s Handbook. How is this a turning point for her, and 
what other turning points does she experience throughout the entire novel? How does she develop and grow? 

3. The title of the book labels Liesel as a thief. How does this complicate our ideas of justice, morality and 
judgment? What characters do you see embody a sense of justice like your own? Who are the brave heroes and 
who are the cowards? Defend your response.  

4. The theme of power is seen throughout the book—both on a large scale with the community and country and 
on the small scale within the family and even the individuals. Explore the theme of power in at least one larger 
scale and one smaller scale aspect of the story. 

 
 
 
 
 

https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/mla_style/mla_formatting_and_style_guide/mla_general_format.html
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/mla_style/mla_formatting_and_style_guide/mla_general_format.html


9th Grade Honors 
 
In addition to The Book Thief reading and writing assignments, honors students will also read Of Mice and Men by John 
Steinbeck. An additional writing response will also be collected the first day of school following the same guidelines 
given above.  
 
Options  
 

1. Stories involving heroes involve conflict. What types of conflict occur in Of Mice and Men (physical, intellectual, 
emotional?) and are they resolved? If so, how? It the resolution satisfactory?  

2. Few novels have penetrated society more than this novel, yet many stand against it. Why, in your opinion, does 
this story illicit such strong response? Why is society drawn to this tragedy? Why would many react against this 
book? Where do you stand?  

3. The American Dream of working hard enough to “move up” in life took off during the Great Depression, a time 
this story is set. Setting goals for life is a great practice, but it can be dangerous if those goals are unrealistic or 
go unmet. How does the idea of an unobtainable dream create tension in this story? What is it saying about our 
American capitalistic culture and dreams?  


